
FLAT SETS FOR GRAY FOX 
 

 Flat sets for gray fox often make trappers pull their hair out. The little short-legged gray 

can tend to be a bit of a spoiler when it comes to more “open” sets. Many a trapper has found the 

trap at  his favorite flat set sprung and empty, or at best, filled with a few silver hairs. The fact is, 

flat sets can be a bit difficult to use for grays, but with a few “tweeks,” they become regular fur 

takers without the need to drill or dig holes. Here are some tricks to make flat sets produce.  

 First, understand that grays are built different than say red fox or coyotes. Instead of the 

long legs of the red or the coyote, the gray has been fitted with shorter, but stouter, legs which it 

uses to climb trees. Due to this difference, traps set for grays need to be closer to the source of 

the odor. Often traps set at a greater distance from the attractant just allow the fox to walk around 

the trap or avoid hitting the trap pan with his small feet. Grays aren’t crafty enough to avoid a 

trap on purpose, but they do have small feet and if you leave them any margin for error, they 

always seem to miss the trap pan.  

 Second, grays will tolerate much more blocking and backing than a coyote ever would. 

What a gray fox lacks in size, it more than makes up for in boldness. That said, it makes sense to 

block your sets heavily – don’t leave that margin for error that we spoke about earlier. Just be 

sure that your blocking material is not so large that a fox will climb on it. In my experience, any 

tree limb over an inch or so in diameter may allow the fox to climb up and over your set for a 

better view of what you have to offer. You can also focus and direct a gray fox with the location 

of the odor attractant. One of my favorite “flat sets” is to use a stick or old stump protruding out 

of the ground say 10 to 12 inches and on an angle. Apply your lure to the top of the stick and rest 

assured the fox will approach it nose up and head high. Again, place your trap almost directly 

under the source of the odor and you should connect every time.  



 Finally, grays are more prone to a rolling or rubbing response than other canines, 

particularly if the lure contains fish, castor, sac oil, mink glands and the like. Hence, many 

trappers use a lure that encourages the fox to roll on the trap, leaving only the tell-tale gray hairs 

to indicate the fox sprung the trap while rolling over it. A better plan is to make sure you get the 

fox caught before he can commence the rubbing and rolling (because finding a lure that will 

attract the fox and yet not cause rolling is pretty challenging). One trick is to place your attractant 

and trap as normal, then place a handful of fist sized rocks around your trap, spaced about 4-5 

inches apart,  which will discourage the fox from rolling.  

 Good flat sets will take grays in numbers and are often simpler to make than dirt hole 

sets. With good trap placement and adequate backing or blocking, these sets can be real gray fox 

producers.  

  


